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L E T T E R  F R O M  T H E  P R E S I D E N T
Dear Friends, 
It’s a privilege to work in higher education. That’s a powerful statement that still  
resonates for me and for a large number of the faculty and staff working at 
California College of the Arts. Big challenges confront our field, and we acknowl-
edge the predictable stresses that are part of working in academia. However, each 
day we are surrounded by energetic, creative students who are engaged in their 
communities and are committed to positive change—the vibe is extraordinary. 

Our students enter CCA with talent, passion, and an appetite for hard work. 
They encounter inspirational teaching; they are challenged; they are exposed to a 
vast network of peers and professional mentors; and their lives are transformed. 
Participating in that growth and transformation is a deeply satisfying experience. 
We are indeed privileged.

Like our students, CCA is also in pursuit of transformation—and not for the 
first time. When I arrived at CCA(C) in 1998, my first impression was that the col-
lege was a regional gem that needed to work toward establishing national visibility  
and greater prominence. Through hard work, generous support, and the outstand-
ing achievements of our students, faculty, and alumni, we have reached that goal. 
Today, CCA is widely recognized by our peers as one of the global leaders in  
progressive studio-based arts education.  

Now we have greater ambitions. We have a goal for CCA to reach beyond the 
boundaries of our peer group—to be recognized on par with renowned liberal arts 
colleges and research universities. We aspire to establish a brand for excellence  
that highlights the distinct teaching and learning that occurs daily on our campus-
es and serves as an educational magnet for Bay Area culture and innovation. We 
want to amplify the meaningful work of our creative community. This is indeed a 
transformative time at CCA!

Thank you for your continued support.

Sincerely

President Stephen Beal
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The 2014 Alumni Weekend was a 

wonderful celebration of one of CCA's 

greatest assets —our alumni! With three 

days of engaging workshops and lively 

events, we honored alumni and their 

significant role at the college. Through 

hands-on demonstrations and campus 

tours, alumni experienced what CCA has 

to offer current students and shared in 

the excitement of our future plans. 

T H E  2 0 1 4 
A L U M N I 
W E E K E N D 

A T  C C A



3 FACULTY STORIES

Graphic Design alumni discuss working in the digital space

Lunch on our newly opened San Francisco Back Lot

Honoring our past Alumni Council presidents

Touring the Sculpture studios



Sandra Brown (Interior Design 1963), Douglas Brown (Advertising 1963), and Sally Maxwell (Art Education 1969)

A special tour of the CCA Wattis Institute for Contemporary Arts



F E A T U R E  S T O R I E S
HIGHLIGHTS OF THE WEEKEND

Alumni from every generation joined CCA in Celebrating Our History as they revisited the 
past through archival displays and lectures, toured the Oakland campus, and contributed  
their own campus memories to the CCA oral history project.

Alumni and students were inspired to advance their creative careers at Building an Artist’s 

Life, a day of panels and workshops on our Oakland campus with art industry experts.  

Top faculty and a diverse group of alumni explored the intersections of art and design at 
Navigating Your Own Adventure: creative workshops, alumni networking, and department 
open houses on the San Francisco campus.

The Alumni Office extends warm thanks to the partners who made the weekend 
possible, including Chronicle Books, the Office of Career Development, the Students of Color 
Coalition, the Faculty of Color Research Alliance, Soundwave ((6)) Water, Meyer Library, the 
Office of the President, the Half-Century Club, and all participating CCA academic programs.

Join us at the next  Alumni Weekend in 

September 2015! To make sure you receive an 

invitation, update your contact information at  

cca.edu/alumni. To learn about Alumni Weekend 

volunteer opportunities, email alumni@cca.edu.

Graphic Design faculty and alumni reunite at Alumni Weekend



CCA’s Center for Art And PubliC 

life wAs founded in 1998 And 

hAs grown vAstly in reCent 

yeArs, building out its Core Pro-

grAms And suPPort PlAtforms 

dediCAted to enCourAging Col-

lAborAtions Among students, 

fACulty, Community members, 

And outside orgAnizAtions. 

here, Glance sits down with the 

Center’s stAff to get the inside 

sCooP on its internAl workings.

A N  I N S I D E  L O O K  A T  C C A ’ S

C E N T E R  F O R

A R T  A N D 

P U B L I C  L I F E
ILLUSTRATIONS BY MAKAYLAH FAZZARI 

(ILLUSTRATION 2015)

Glance: In a nutshell, what does the Center for Art and Public 

Life do?

aaron: The Center builds mutually beneficial partnerships 
that allow students to apply their creative practices to fill 
critical social needs. 

rebecca: We have three core programs that enable students 
to get that real-world experience in different ways:

Through the IMPACT Social Entrepreneurship Program, 
interdisciplinary teams of CCA students propose innovative 
projects that address social needs anywhere in the world. 
Each year, three proposals are selected and funded. It’s very 
student driven; students are designing and then guiding a 
real-world project from start to finish.

ENGAGE partners a semester-long course—it could be 
in any academic program—with a community organization. 
The Center works with the course’s faculty leader and the 
community partners to define shared goals that allow the 
enrolled students to develop their technical and creative 
skills while addressing the needs of the organization.

CCA CONNECTS is a work-study internship program 
where individual students get paid by CCA to work at Bay 
Area cultural organizations. They get in-depth, immersive 
experience, applying their creative skills and critical thinking.

shalini: One of the misunderstandings about the Center, 
however, is that we only work in these three ways. We also 

work on “need finding” with community organizations and 
internal partners at the college, for instance talking to an 
academic program or a specific educator, learning what their 
needs are and what they’re interested in, and then looking at 
all the potential collaborators and how they could fit together 
to address that need.

rebecca: Another misconception about the Center is that we 
are exclusively fine-arts focused, or only focused on youth-
based partnerships. While those kinds of partnerships are 
definitely fundamental to what we do, we actually facilitate 
partnerships across disciplines and collaborate with myriad 
organizations.

shalini: We’re always looking for new models. One we’ve 
started recently is Center Micro Grants, where students can 
apply for $500. We see it as a stepping stone to IMPACT. 
Another program, now in its second year, is the Design 
Sprint, which challenges interdisciplinary teams of students 
to propose solutions to a problem proposed by a community 
partner. The students have 36 hours from research to pre-
sentation. One winning team receives funding to pilot their 
project with the partner.

Ultimately, it’s about students gaining real-world experi-
ence—not just learning about the possibilities of it, but actu-
ally living it, practicing it, and building networks around it. 

6 



7 FEATURE STORIES

Glance: Share some stories from recent years.

rebecca: There are so many! One involves a fantastic student, 
AbigAil RochA (Illustration 2015), who was a CONNECTS 
extern at Oakland International High School, working with 
families that had recently immigrated to the United States. 
She then applied for a Center Micro Grant, and we funded 
her to facilitate a mural project at the school’s library. It was 
amazingly successful, and they hired her to be a part-time art 
teacher.

That partnership also led to an ENGAGE course taught by 
EduARdo PinEdA. And now there’s a new extern at that site 
who’s in Eduardo’s ENGAGE class. Examples such as these 
show the ripple effect of this work.

megan: Another example of partnerships crossing boundar-
ies is Alemany Farm in San Francisco. Alemany is situated on 
San Francisco Parks and Recreation land, next to a housing 
development, and they see themselves as a living research 
space for how to provide food to a broad community that has 
financial constraints. We began with two ENGAGE 
courses, both taught by REbEccA KAtKin. Students worked 
with Alemany to develop an outdoor kitchen where people 
could actively learn about nutrition by cooking with afford-
able, accessible vegetables harvested a few yards away. That 
project was conceived and proposed in an ENGAGE course, 
but it wasn’t possible to execute it in a single semester. So, 

Glance: Tell us about the founding of the Center. Was it 

always affiliated with CCA?

megan: The Center was founded in 1998 by the visual artist 
Suzanne Lacy. She’s known internationally for her collabora-
tive work. Many of her projects were with CCA faculty and 
students—including what are known now as the Oakland 
Projects—and the Center became a formal entity to bring 
those programs and players together.

There are a number of faculty at CCA who are part of a 
long history of powerful, community-engaged work that 
they’ve done both independently and with students. It 
remains a core part of the Center’s legacy, and we continue to 
honor that legacy and that work.

rebecca: A major shift happened in 2008, under the lead-
ership of Ann Wettrich and Sanjit Sethi, in that all of the 
Center’s activities became focused on students. We are now 
explicitly student-centered in our programmatic offerings.

shalini: Many students who are involved with the Center 
while at CCA continue this work when they graduate. And 
we love our alumni! We invite them to serve as Center 
ambassadors. They have proposed ENGAGE classes and 
offered CONNECTS externships. They can also develop 
program initiatives, fundraise, or help identify a source of 
funding for an extern, a smaller project, or a course.

Aaron McKenzie
Program Manager, Design & Strategy

Megan Clark
Manager, Strategic Partnerships

Shalini Agrawal
Director

Rebecca Wolfe
Program Manager, Strategic Student Initiatives

Eve Letendre
Operations Coordinator
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F E A T U R E  S T O R I E S

➜		To support the Center or find 
out how you can get involved 
with CONNECTS, ENGAGE, 
IMPACT, or a Design Sprint, 
contact the Center at  
center@cca.edu or 
510.594.3757.

students from the class turned it into an IMPACT proposal, 
which was one of the three winners that year, and the com-
pleted kitchen is now regularly used.

rebecca: Another example is Juabar. That was a group of 
MBA in Design Strategy and Industrial Design students who 
applied for an IMPACT grant to design and build mobile 
solar charging stations in Tanzania. They were awarded, and 
now they have a full venture up and running in Tanzania.

Glance: What goes on behind the scenes at the Center?

rebecca: If you come to the office on a typical day, you’ll see 
us working closely together in an open office layout. Often 
one of us is out on a site visit, meeting with a group of 
students, or presenting at a faculty meeting. Megan might be 
working on an NEA grant, or I’ll be meeting with potential 
CONNECTS partner sites at a symposium. We’re constantly 
doing outreach and helping to engage and inspire people to 
participate in our programs.

aaron: We are hard at work on a total redesign of our web-
site, which will show off the breadth and depth of our past 
projects. It will be a valuable tool for us to export the work 
that takes place here and the work of students and communi-
ty partners.

Glance: Shalini, you were interim director here for a year, 

and have now been director for a year. Tell us about your 

background and how it informs your work at the Center.

shalini: I trained as an architect and worked in architecture 
for 20 years on a variety of projects in New York, Chicago, 
and San Francisco. Running parallel to that career, I was part 
of a core group of architects, artists, teachers, and com-
munity leaders who cofounded a Chicago nonprofit called 
archi-treasures. We recognized the need for communities to 
participate in the redevelopment and transformation of their 
neighborhoods. Now in its eighteenth year, archi-treasures 
helps bring art, architecture, and landscape architecture to 
neighborhood public spaces. It was recently awarded an AIA 
President’s Award.

Starting an organization from the ground up was really 
challenging. It taught me to use my skills as a designer and 
problem solver to engage with a diversity of communities. 
From these experiences I developed an interest in teaching. 
Lately I’ve been investigating how community engagement, 
as a pedagogy, can be more available to our students and 
faculty—to anyone, actually. I’ve been researching and 
interviewing people who practice this type of work around 
community engagement to better understand the process.

megan: Students respond strongly to Shalini as she shares 
her own story, because she very vividly gets across that tra-
ditional career opportunities are not the only ones, nor are 
they necessarily the right fit for everyone. Maybe you’ll have 

to fight hard to discover other opportunities on your own, 
but Shalini shines a light on the possibilities incredibly well, 
both in her teaching and in the way she leads the Center and 
the initiatives she pushes forward through our programming. 
It’s about taking down barriers.

shalini: Working with communities can be lonely work, 
ironically. No matter how long I spend preparing, I am often 
faced with difficult, unexpected situations. But I have to see 
the glass as half full, and draw from my years of experience 
collaborating, listening, and problem solving.

Glance: What are some other initiatives you are involved in?

aaron: With Shalini’s encouragement, and in collaboration 
with the current Scholar in Residence, chRis tREggiARi, and 
with the support of CCA’s Academic Affairs Office, we have 
started what we are calling the Collaborative for Institutional 
Inquiry. It involves myself, Chris, and CCA’s Director of 
Institutional Research, bRiAnnA MooRE. We work in collab-
oration with various CCA offices to answer pressing ques-
tions for the institution. It’s a hybridized practice of qualita-
tive and quantitative research and design thinking. Chris is 
a community engagement artist, a sculptor, and a builder—a 
guy who is interested in people.

Basically, we are taking the learning outcomes that we at 
the Center work to provide for students, such as commu-
nity engagement, empathetic listening, responsive design, 
and creative practice, and exporting them out into different 
areas of CCA. In the last year, we’ve concluded research 
projects with First Year students during orientation and their 
first month of school. We did a project with the Alumni 
Association during Alumni Weekend, and we facilitated 
research and synthesis projects for CCA’s web systems. 
Another recent round of research was focused on campus 
planning. 

At its heart it’s design research. We are prototyping 
techniques and practices that aren’t being done at any other 
institution. It really strikes at the heart of what CCA is to 
have creative practitioners be data gatherers as well. Those 
two domains are not mutually exclusive. Glass artists can be 
some of the most dynamic researchers just because of the 
way they think. 

Ultimately, we hope that the CCA community sees us 
at the Center not just as content experts with respect to 
community engagement but also as process experts on these 
different frameworks.

9 FEATURE STORIES
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Many growth-minded businesses are spurred 

forward by emerging technology, and not least 

of these is health care. The medical industry is 

constantly updating its practices as innovators 

find ways to improve efficiency and effectiveness

of service for both providers and clients. 

BY BENJAMIN AUSTIN 

(MFA WRITING 2016)

DESIGNING 

THE FUTURE OF 

HEALTH CARE
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And the terrain is shifting rapidly: The quality of care that’s 
available, and the role of technology in treating illness, is 
changing all the time. Leading the way in this evolving pro-
cess are creatives—design professionals with the ability not 
only to imagine the next step in medical technology, but to 
make it a reality.

Technology is all about problem solving, a technique 
designers know well. Kathryn hautanen (MBA in Design 
Strategy 2010) explains that her education at CCA prepared 
her for her role as a business innovation consultant at Kaiser 
Permanente by making her “comfortable with chaos”—adept 
at dealing with new and complicated problems regularly.  

“When I’m facing a new problem at work, my design 
instincts kick in and it becomes a fun thing to solve.”

Hautanen works at the Sidney R. Garfield Health Care 
Innovation Center in San Leandro, a mock hospital equipped 
with an operating room and two ICUs (adult and neonatal), 
where Kaiser Permanente beta tests its technologies. The 
goal is to cut costs and improve the effectiveness of care on 
an individual level for all members. It’s happening in a vari-
ety of ways, from smartphone apps that connect members 
and physicians, enabling faster, more convenient care, to 
revolutionary designs using 3D printing, the applications of 
which continue to expand.

BEYOND THE LIMITS

Current CCA student evan Kuester (MAAD 2015) 
thoroughly understands the potential for 3D printing to 
change people’s lives for the better. In summer 2014, Kuester 
designed a prosthetic arm for his friend, and it sparked an 
interest in pursuing a career in the medical field. “My goal 
is to create devices that not only improve the daily lives of 
users, but look good enough that they’d want to continue to 
wear them even after their conditions have improved. 

“In cases where the user might have to wear the device 
their entire life, I would like to come up with designs that 
have easily customizable aesthetics, without compromising 
their functionality. I’d love for them to be proud of what 
they’re wearing rather than trying to hide it. New technology 
ought to allow the freedom to change your device as easily as  
you’d change your shoes.”

Kuester has partnered with Limbitless Solutions, a non-
profit composed of a small team of engineering students at 
the University of Central Florida. They are currently hard at 
work designing EMG (electromyography)-controlled pros-
thetic arms and full exoskeleton suits for children. Limbitless 
gives its designs away for free. Kuester is the team’s designer, 
working directly with engineers to create prosthetics “that 
are some of the cheapest on the market, and some of the 
most beautiful.” Limbitless is a division of a larger nonprofit 
called E-nabling the Future, whose prosthetics cost less than 
$1,000 to make and are distributed for free to children all 
over the world.

Kuester came to CCA to round out his education in 
architecture; he had an undergraduate degree from Savannah 
College of Art and Design and was drawn to the field, he says, 
for the way “it blends together so many different skills, from 
graphic design to industrial design, the fine arts and many 
more.” CCA’s Master of Advanced Architectural Design 
program turned out to be a great fit. “It’s a unique blend,” he 
says. “I appreciate the innovative aspects of the program, and 
the freedom they allow me to work as I study. Organizations 
like Limbitless understand the fundamental need to recruit 
designers who approach their work with a people-first out-
look, and CCA shares those values.”

RESPECT AND EMPATHY

This is nowhere better reflected than in the ethos of 
Interaction Design faculty member Lauren Chapman ruiz, 
who believes that “every good designer should have empa-
thy,” and that it should guide their work. She started out in 
graphic design and journalism, then found that her heart lies 
in interaction design.

“I developed a passion for designing in the health care 
space from a personal connection, having grown up watching 
my mother take care of my ailing grandmother as she fought 
cancer for more than 10 years. Many of my clients are from 
health care organizations. Today I work for the design and  
strategy firm Cooper as a senior interaction designer, and I 

FEATURE STORIES 

DESIGNING 

THE FUTURE OF 

HEALTH CARE

F E A T U R E  S T O R I E S



manage its partnership with Rock Health, a startup incubator 
specifically geared toward companies developing technology 
in the medical field.” Cooper provides pro bono consulting to 
the Rock Health portfolio companies. Cooper designers are 
paired with a startup to evaluate its needs, help fulfill those 
needs, and help grow its service models.

As part of this effort, Ruiz has provided coaching to Factor 
14, an intelligent anticoagulation management tool, and 
Aptible, the world’s first application deployment platform 
built to automate HIPAA compliance for web and mobile 
technology. She has worked on everything from clinical tools 
to self-service health care stations to consumer products 
for tracking and managing chronic illnesses. At Cooper, she 
is currently working on an oncology decision support tool, 
which aims to help physicians and nursing staff care for 
patients more proactively. “When designers act as evaluators 
of these kinds of products, they have tremendous opportuni-
ties to transform health care.”

Working at CCA has been inspiring for Ruiz. In her role 
as an educator she tries to impart the lessons she’s learned as 
a working professional so that her students might have a leg 
up in starting their careers after graduation. “It’s import-
ant for design students to focus on building relationships 
with clients and colleagues, and to always keep respect and 
empathy at the core of these interactions. To me, design is a 
problem-solving skill set that applies to people and technolo-
gy in any context, and health care is ripe with opportunities.”

HUMAN-CENTERED TECHNOLOGY

Proteus Digital Health is integrating medicines with ingest-
ible and wearable computing, unlocking critical insights 
into medication-taking patterns and the body’s response to 
therapy. At the forefront of its product development team 
are three CCA alumni: DanieLLe CojuangCo (MFA Design 
2012), head of product design, and the senior interaction

designers stephan Charbit (MFA Design 2012) and 
ramunė rastonis (MFA Design 2014).

The three of them have touched all Proteus product 
components, from software apps to wearable sensors and 
packaging. Their user research and design have produced 
a foundational product offering that has been released for 
commercial explorations in the United States and the UK. 

Cojuangco and her team consider evangelizing a 
human-centered design approach to the entire organization 
as important as their design work itself. “Our colleagues 
value our ability to make our users’ needs more tangible,” she 
says, “and they want to participate in the storytelling.

“All three of us first learned about Proteus in arna 
ionesCu’s Interaction Theory course. She founded the 
design practice at Proteus and brought us in, and we now 
carry the torch.” Two key elements of the MFA in Design 
Program remain central to the team’s work beyond grad 
school: leveraging multidisciplinary teams and the notion 
that a designer’s role is to challenge the status quo.

Charbit says, “Being an effective designer at Proteus 
means you are able to synthesize inputs from a diverse set 
of people.” The product design team’s day-to-day schedule 
involves close collaboration with engineers, data scientists, 
regulatory experts, medical professionals, and marketers. 

Rastonis takes the initiative to ensure she is enabling col-
laboration. “The designer is often responsible for bringing all 
the inputs together and clearly communicating what needs 
to be done.”

Cojuangco believes that the health space is a natural fit 
for creative professionals. “At CCA, we had the luxury to 
think about a different future—about how technology would 
change culture and daily behavior. Working in digital health, 
I continue to dive deeper into this concept. I love that we are 
tackling big-picture problems—taking advanced technology 
and turning it into something human, approachable, and 
effective.”

Danielle Cojuangco, Stephan Charbit, and Ramuné Rastonis

Lauren Chapman Ruiz and Greg Schuler sketch out UI concepts 
for a new oncology decision support tool
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LED lights not only save energy but also illuminate a surgical site 
without casting shadows

Kathryn Hautanen in a model room showing how human-centered design transforms  
hospital rooms to more hospitable environments



Clockwise from top left: Brooke Francesi (MFA Design 2015); Matthew 
Boeddiker (MArch 2014) and Seth D'Ambrosia (MFA Design 2015);  
Ann Rich (DMBA 2014); Tim Henshaw-Plath (MArch 2014); Jeffrey  
Maeshiro (MArch 2014)



CCA 
STUDENTS 
DRIVE AUDI 
DESIGN 
CHALLENGE

CCA 
STUDENTS 
DRIVE AUDI 
DESIGN 
CHALLENGE

In June 2014, 15 CCA students from across 

multiple disciplines participated in the CCA+AIR 

(Audi Innovation Research) Fellowship: Beyond 

Mobility, an intensive two-week design challenge 

that brought the Audi Group’s leading designers— 

and a host of other local designers—to campus  

to hear students’ ideas for the next phase of 

luxury automobiles.

BY LAURA BRAUN
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Students gained practical advice and feedback from Nick 
croNaN (Industrial Design 2002), founder and creative 
director of Branch Creative; David Peschel, executive cre-
ative director of Speck Design; Jason Wilson, lead product 
designer at Pinterest; Henriette Cramer, research scientist at 
Yahoo! Labs; and Hugo Giralt and Siddarth Vanchinathan of 
Propelland, among others.

“The students loved working at the same level as the 
experts,” says Johnson. “They were equal participants, which 
was empowering and a great way to instill confidence to push 
the boundaries.”

DESIGNING THE FUTURE OF THE CAR

Some were surprised to learn that it typically takes six to sev-
en years to design and build a car. “When a car is launched,” 
says Johnson, “the next generation begins to design for a new 
launch in seven years.”

He adds, “It was great for Audi to get ideas from people 
who are much younger than the people actually designing at 
Audi—people who are tapped into technology in a very dif-
ferent way and have a very different set of expectations with 
respect to technology, cars, and the environment.” 

The students were instructed to dream big, but also to 
remember that this was to be a real car—something they’d 
see on the market within a decade. To focus beyond the mere 
appearance of the car, they considered user experiences, 

Architecture faculty members and Future Cities Lab 
partners Nataly GatteGNo and JasoN kelly JohNsoN, 
together with Markus Auerbach from Audi AG’s AIR team, 
spearheaded the event, which called for program chairs to 
nominate students, who would then apply for the fellowship. 

The selected students worked in teams and were instruct-
ed to keep one fundamental design consideration in mind—
Humans have basic needs and rich desires—as they reimag-
ined new features, forms, interactions, and services in future 
automobiles for Audi AG, one of the “German big three” 
luxury auto makers.

CCA’S NOAH’S ARK

“We jokingly referred to it as CCA’s Noah’s Ark,” says 
Gattegno, who chairs the Master of Architecture Program, 
“given the number of disciplines represented: Graduate 
Design, Architecture, Interaction Design, Design MBA, 
Fashion Design, Interior Design, and Industrial Design. The 
students’ interests ranged from graphic design to deployable 
textiles, 3D printing, environments, and branding.”

The two weeks kicked off with introductions, a PechaKucha, 
and brainstorming, and then everyone broke off into teams. 
Johnson and Interaction Design faculty member haakoN 
Faste taught the workshop alongside the Audi AIR team 
and local experts, including CCA faculty thom Faulders 
(Architecture) and tim smith (Design MBA).

Students present designs for Beyond Mobility
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literal and emotional connectivity, and what kinds of content 
consumers would expect in a new luxury vehicle.

Naturally, imaginations took off. Johnson says, “Audi 
was interested in taking it beyond the car to ideas about 
future influences that could and should become part of the 
car ‘ecosystem.’ Experts came in from multiple fields, so the 
fellows received input from a number of diverse perspectives, 
from ideation, branding, and business strategy to interaction 
design, user experience, urban planning, and architecture. 
The conversations spanned disciplinary fields and intercon-
nected territories that are usually siloed.”

“We got to ‘go deep’ on the Audi brand,” explains Faste, 
“with so many stories and thoughts and passions shared by 
Markus and the Audi innovation and marketing team. The 
Audi team was immensely knowledgeable and open to our 
craziness, providing concrete guidance when necessary to 
rein us back in.”

TWO-WEEK RACE, EVERYONE WINS

Audi AG and the fellows took over CCA’s Nave as an enor-
mous classroom. Each day, new ideas, posters, and diagrams 
populated the walls along with countless Post-its, each 
with scribbled feedback. During the first week, a shiny red 
convertible Audi R8 was parked outside A2 Café to provide 
a constant visual reminder of what brainstorming sessions 
such as these could achieve. The following week, there was 
an equally impressive black hardtop version.

“It was a great convergence of perspectives and disciplines 
around a tightly constrained design space,” says Faste. “Cars 
are really difficult, and imagining the future of a classic race-
car brand in an eco-world of non–car drivers was particu-
larly challenging. Fortunately, the great thing about design is 
that the more constrained the problem, the more interesting, 
creative, and diverse are the solutions that result. We pushed 
hard and came up with some quite unexpected ideas.”

After two weeks, CCA’s Campus Center Student Lounge 
was the showcase for a variety of inspired final student pre-
sentations. Using videos, prototypes, and CGI diagrams, the 
highly researched and elaborate proposals were delivered to 
Audi, participating faculty, and other mentors.

Many of the concepts focused on user experience and 
interaction. One group proposed an “urban tribal network” 
that would link driver communities to each other and Audi 
to build brand loyalty and provide the company with perva-
sive innovation insight that’s on the pulse of emerging trends. 
Another group hypothesized an owner-pet type of relation-
ship that would foster constant learning and loyalty between 
driver and car. Others considered interactive windshields that 
could display GPS directions, or adjustable ambiances that 
would, for instance, simulate sunlight on a cloudy day.

INNOVATION LEADS TO MEANINGFUL CHANGE

Student hamish teNNeNt (MFA Design 2015) reflects, “The 
Audi workshop was a fantastic experience and an amazing 
opportunity to work with students from throughout the 
school and folks from AIR and Future Cities Lab. It was 
really interesting to have such a diverse range of people and 
opinions working together for an incredibly intense two-
week period. 

“All the presentations and visiting guests from firms 
around the area, and this mix of free-wheeling art-school 
education, startup, and futurist and corporate design opin-
ions melding together, resulted in some really interesting 
ideas. Listening to Markus Auerbach talk about every small 
detail on the car was amazing and gave me an appreciation 
for the extraordinary amount of work that goes into bringing 
a concept to life.”

While the design proposals from the collaborations have 
yet to be made public, the experience has been extraordinary 
for the students and Audi alike. “It taught an interdisciplinary 
group of students the value of collaborative research, tangible 
making, unlimited dreaming, and a sense of purpose,” says 
Faste, “which they will continue to apply in their future work. 
I can think of no better way for meaningful change  
to happen.”

F E A T U R E  S T O R I E S

Markus Auerbach, Stephen Beal, and Jason Kelly Johnson
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Growing up in the suburbs of Chicago, Miller always had 
an interest in furniture and interior design. “It’s in my DNA,” 
he explains. “My grandfather had a furniture store in the 
1940s and 1950s on Michigan Avenue in downtown Chicago.” 
After an initial stint studying liberal arts at the University of 
Colorado, Boulder, “I took a semester off and went to New 
York for eight months. I lived in Manhattan and worked at 
Sam Flax Art Supply. I went to all the museums and met a lot 
of people working in the arts, including the cartoonist Gary 
Larson, who was a regular customer.”

It was CCA’s interdisciplinary approach to design and craft 
that sold Miller on the West Coast school. “It felt like the 
right environment, a place where I could hone my interior 
design skills but also study in other disciplines and see how 
they might fit into my own work.” He credits CCA’s practice 
of inviting working professionals to participate in student cri-
tiques with landing him a key position after college: at Gary 
Hutton’s firm, where he worked for six years. “I jokingly 
refer to those years as my post-graduate study. Every day I 
learned something from Gary; he was (and is) so generous 
with his knowledge.”

STARTING STEVEN MILLER DESIGN STUDIO

In 1999, Miller decided it was time to open his own stu-
dio. “I definitely had the drive, and Gary was behind me 100 
percent. That gave me the confidence to move on and do my 
own thing.” He credits the success of Steven Miller Design 
Studio—now in its fifteenth year—to the unique relation-
ships he develops with his clients. “I have to care about the 
people I design for. The best client interviews aren’t really 
interviews, but conversations where we engage in a really 
rich dialogue and both parties feel like they’re being heard. 
The most authentic relationships happen when clients are 
coming to you because of your expertise, your skill set, and 
a trust that you’re going to produce a great design—not just 
reproduce what you did for your last client.”

The studio has done both residential and commercial work. 
The style varies, of course, but what sets it apart is Miller’s 
ability to mix aesthetics and pieces from different periods 
into an eclectic yet cohesive composition. Another unifying 
element is the attention paid to the Bay Area’s proximity to 
the Pacific; often a surfboard, nautical rope, or some other 
native element is mixed into the room’s visual equation. “The 
clients I design for are all different: families with children, 
art collectors, single gay men. You get into the headspace 
of whomever you’re working with and try to draw out what 
makes them individual and how you can be inspired by that.”

THE ORIGINS OF THE NWBLK

During the 2000s, Miller and his partner bought a house 
in San Francisco near 19th and Bryant Streets and began 
hosting a series of guerrilla art shows in their garage. They 
titled the space The New Black. Miller remembers, “We did 
about 10 shows in all; some of them were so popular and well 

Throughout Steven Miller’S  (Interior 

Architecture 1992)  professional design 

career in San Francisco—spanning more 

than two decades—he’s been satisfying 

his clients with innovative design solu-

tions that are always fresh and unique, 

with a style that’s distinctly West Coast. 

In 2014, his firm’s design was chosen as 

House Beautiful’s Kitchen of the Year, 

and his gallery and fabrication space 

The NWBLK is partnering with a firm 

from New York that will enable them 

to expand the scale of their corporate 

events and gallery openings. 

BY RACHEL WALTHER 



attended that the police showed up! It was very social and 
very gratifying—I felt like we were inspiring people.” In 2008, 
during the economic downturn, he was looking for new out-
lets for his designs and new ways to showcase the talents of 
his creative friends looking for work. He decided to resurrect 
the idea, now under the name The NWBLK, as a gallery and 
retail venue that would showcase innovative work being done 
in all fields of design—everything from interiors and fashion 
to bicycles and lighting.

The NWBLK also hosts private parties for local compa-
nies such as Uber, Google, and Adobe. “These events bring 
into our orbit a clientele that’s interested in the things we 
have to say and the things we have to sell. We’re working on 
a contract with an events firm from New York to take over 
events management at the gallery so that we can intensify 
our efforts in the production and sales parts of The NWBLK.”

MULTITRUSTING

Managing a bustling design studio and maintaining an active 
role in the operations of The NWBLK is demanding, but 
Miller seamlessly blends his efforts into one productive work 
ethic. “Since I graduated from school, I find I’ve gained the 
ability to do something I call not so much multitasking, but 
multitrusting—trusting yourself to understand the needs of 
many projects, to know what the next action should be, and 
execute and delegate with authority. It’s keeping things mov-
ing forward while being decisive, methodical, and confident.”

Miller and his partner recently sold their home in the 
city and bought a house in Yountville, in Napa County, and 

have taken a smaller apartment in the city. “I wanted a new 
perspective on the city,” he reflects. “There’s a great design 
community in the wine country, and I’m getting great proj-
ects. We have a larger property, which is wonderful for our 
two dogs. Gardening is my go-to relaxation exercise, and I 
have better and more space to do that now.”

Seeking a fresh perspective is not a new idea for Miller, 
but one that he’s cultivated since his time at CCA. “It’s one of 
my greatest pleasures, this ability to anticipate what’s around 
the bend. That’s been a huge asset for me as a designer, and 
I’m always going to keep looking forward. It’s in my nature.”
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The NWBLK has become a destination for architects, designers, and collectors
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sienna DeGovia (Sculpture 1999) is a sculptor and food 
stylist based in Los Angeles, with 15 years of commercial 
experience styling food for film, TV, and print. Unlike many 
of her peers, she comes to the field from a three-dimensional 
art stance rather than a purely culinary one. Her specialty is 
highly decorated baked goods and anything sweet, though 
she enjoys styling other food groups and beverages, too.  Her 
list of clients includes Mad Men, The Muppets, Coca-Cola, 
Target, Disney, and Bon Appetit.

It was at CCA that DeGovia started creating artworks 
using food as a medium, specifically as a means to elicit 
emotional responses. She articulated for herself the connec-
tion between beauty and food that has characterized all of 
her work since.

In addition to her client-based work, DeGovia creates 
personal artwork with food as medium or subject. Her recent 
works include Home Sweet Homeless (2012), an installation 
at the Craft in America Study Center in Los Angeles that 
included a grocery cart, cardboard boxes, newspaper, bottles, 
wrappers, a dog, rats, pigeons, graffiti, and more—all made 
out of gingerbread and other sweets. 

Angel City Eats (2011), an exhibition at Klowden Mann 
Gallery in Culver City, was a collaboration with her father, 
Jackson DeGovia, who is a production designer on major 
motion pictures. It juxtaposed vintage cinematic Los Angeles 
with today’s celebrity-obsessed culture.

Read (and see!) more at siennacake.com and 
siennadegovia.com. DeGovia is also co-teaching workshops 
on styling and photography with her colleague of 15 years, 
the photographer Renee Anjanette. Find out more at 
hudsonworkshops.com.
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Meat Ship (collaboration with Teri Lynn Fisher)

Food Crime, Death by Pie (collaboration with Renee Anjanette)
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Cachia is a dwarf activist who has served as chair of the 
Dwarf Artists Coalition for the Little People of America for 
seven years. Last year she won the Irving K. Zola Award for 
Emerging Scholars in Disability Studies, issued by the Society 
for Disability Studies. Here she speaks with Glance about her 
research, her experience at CCA, and curating shows around 
the world.

How did you decide on a career as a curator?

I knew I wanted to be in the arts somehow. When I was 18, at 
the University of Wollongong, Australia, where I was pursu-
ing an artistic career, I realized that I preferred helping artists 
to being one. I started volunteering at a local gallery and 
found that curating was a way to be creative and still work 
with artists. I decided to pursue a master’s degree in curato-
rial studies at Goldsmiths in London. I was still very young—
only 21—but I wanted to explore what was happening in the 
curatorial world internationally, especially in Europe. It was 
an incredible time for me! After I graduated, I found full-time 
work as a gallery curator and eventually the director/curator 
of Dunlop Art Gallery in Regina, Saskatchewan, in Canada.

What instigated your return to graduate school?

I saw that disability was not something people curated or 
thought about. I never came across exhibitions that explored 
disability in critical or creative ways. It was addressed only 
in terms of access—how to make art accessible to various 
audiences. When disability has been portrayed, historically, 
it’s always been in very reductive ways.

Artists have the freedom to incorporate representations of 
disability, but they also ought to have a dialogue about how 
they’re doing it, why they’re doing it, and give a voice to the 
people they’re portraying rather than just benefiting from the 
“grotesque” aesthetic. I thought we needed to build a whole 
new discourse around disability in contemporary art practice.

So, I was doing well in my career—I had a great job and 
I was curating great shows—but I knew I wanted to bring 
disability into my research and my thinking, and I needed 
time to do that.

AMAnDA CACHiA (Visual and Critical 

Studies 2012) is an independent cura-

tor originally from Sydney, Australia. 

Currently working on her PhD at the 

University of California, San Diego, she 

received her second master’s degree 

from CCA in 2012 in Visual and Critical 

Studies. Her dissertation is on the inter-

sections between contemporary art, 

phenomenology, and disability. 

A M A N D A 
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How did you choose CCA?

I knew I wanted to be in a visual and critical studies program 
rather than an art history department. I flew to San Francisco 
and met with tirza true Latimer, the chair of CCA’s pro-
gram, knowing it had a history of being very strong and pro-
gressive in issues of critical race, feminism, and gender-based 
practices. So, even though they had never explored disability 
specifically, I knew that by turning to other marginalized 
discourses, I would find intersections.

It’s scary to be doing something hardly anyone else is 
doing, but I had constant encouragement from my faculty 
and peers. CCA was really the foundation for building my 
confidence and strength as a writer and scholar.

You’ve worked as a curator and as a disability activist in 

Australia, the UK, Canada, and the United States. How do 

they compare in their recognition of the role of disabled 

people in the arts?

Australia, Canada, and the UK are all more advanced than 
the United States in terms of government funding for disabil-
ity arts–related programming, and they have more disability 
arts organizations. In the United States, there isn’t nearly 
as much government funding, but there are more disability 
studies programs throughout academic departments. As a 
field it’s still developing.

As a curator, I’m trying to get people to open up their 
perceptions about disability. Some of the shows I’ve curat-
ed have been at galleries that never before thought about 
disability or access. Haverford College in Pennsylvania made 
a website for my CCA thesis show What Can a Body Do? 
that’s fully accessible online, and they told me they’re going 
to make all the websites for their shows accessible from now 
on. That means that all the images and information can be 
viewed using a screen reader, which is especially useful for 
people who are visually impaired.

Who are some artists you find particularly inspiring?

Carmen Papalia, Christine Sun Kim, and Laura Swanson 
were in my CCA thesis show and I continue to work with 
them. My work wouldn’t be my work without the artists! 
They’re the ones who feed me creatively and make the field 
worth pursuing. I think they’re doing important work. 

The downside, of course, is that because of the stigma of 
disability, some artists are unsure if they want to be in my 
projects—they don’t want to be labeled as just a disabled 
artist. It’s my job to discuss why it’s useful and productive to 
talk about it in this way. To ask, “Why is it important for us 
to all be together in the same room?”

How is your PhD work coming along?

The focus of my dissertation is the intersection of disability 
and contemporary art, and specifically on how an artist is 
informed by phenomenology as a way of knowing the world 
through our bodies, and how the disabled body might bring a 
new way of thinking about disability and contemporary art.

The program is demanding, and I’m also teaching at 
UCSD. I’m still actively curating and attending conferences. 
My professors and advisors are hugely supportive, but since 
there’s no one else in my department working on this topic, it 
can be isolating at times. So I try to find like-minded folks at 
conferences who can encourage and support me.

Are there many other curators working today along similar 

lines of inquiry?

There are very few of us. I know and work with the folks in 
the United States who are helping to expand this discourse. 
With international allies, we talk on Skype or the telephone. 
We’re developing the field collaboratively—trying to build a 
revolution together!

Carmen Papalia leading Blind Field Shuttle at CCA as part of "What Can a Body Do? Investigating Disability and Contemporary Art," winter 2012

A L U M N I  S T O R I E S



T I N A  T A K E M O T O 
LIFE AT THE SPEED OF ART 

Equal parts artist, activist, and educator, Visual Studies faculty member 

Tina Takemoto is a force to be reckoned with. Her work takes many 

forms and deals with issues of race, gender, queer identity, memory, and 

grief. Much of Takemoto’s work is performance based, as in the case of 

her 2011 project Looking for Jiro Onuma. Takemoto was asked by E. G. 

Crichton, a GLBT Historical Society artist in residence, to respond to a 

personal collection in the society’s archives relating to Onuma. He was 

a Japanese American who lived what she calls a “vibrant gay lifestyle” 

in San Francisco during the 1920s and 1930s before being sent to the 

Topaz incarceration camp in Utah during World War II. 

BY BENJAMIN AUSTIN 

(MFA WRITING 2016)
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T I N A  T A K E M O T O 
LIFE AT THE SPEED OF ART 

Takemoto’s response was part of 
Lineage: Matchmaking in the Archive, 
an ongoing project of the historical 
society that pairs queer artists, musi-
cians, writers, and poets with deceased 
members of the queer community who 
were never famous in their lifetimes, 
but deserve recognition.

PORTRAIT OF A GAY INTERNEE

Takemoto recalls: “I was drawn to 
Onuma’s story because of his proud 
gay identity at a time when it wasn’t 
easy to be out, especially as a  
working-class immigrant.” (Onuma 
immigrated in 1923 and worked as a 
laundry presser.) “And also because 
of my own connection to incarcera-
tion: I’m a fourth-generation Japanese 
American, and my parents and  
grandparents on both sides were 
ordered into the camps.” 

Although Takemoto grew up hear-
ing camp stories, she never heard any 
mention of LGBT individuals there. 

In fact, Onuma’s photographs from 
Topaz are the only known images of 
adult gays during the imprisonment. 
Using archival resources, she crafted 
a portrait of Onuma via a live drag-
king performance where she portrays 
Onuma as a baker at the Topaz camp 
while playing music by Madonna and 
ABBA and showing muscle men and 
war propaganda footage on a screen 
behind her. “To queer aspects of camp 
life was an approach I thought Onuma 
would appreciate.”  Her award-winning 

experimental video of the perfor-
mance has screened at film festivals 
internationally.

PROTESTING AT SFMOMA

Another performance she looks back 
on particularly fondly is Drawing 
Complaint: Memoirs of Björk-Geisha, 
a protest piece performed surrepti-
tiously at the opening of Matthew 
Barney’s 2006 Drawing Restraint 
exhibition at the San Francisco 
Museum of Modern Art. The show 
featured art that Takemoto felt was 
“hampered by elements of what I 
would call Orientalism. I felt the need 
to respond.” She dressed as a geisha 
and lip-synced Björk’s song “Big Time 
Sensuality” in the atrium, galleries, 
and women’s restroom. (In the exhi-
bition, Björk and Barney appear as 
“Occidental guests” on a whaling ship 
in Japan.)  Museum visitors and staff 
didn’t recognize the work as a protest 
until it appeared as a video on 

YouTube. “It was an exercise in dis-
identification,” Takemoto recalls. “By 
taking toxic stereotypes and perform-
ing them against the grain, they can be 
pushed into the world of visibility, and 
critiqued.”

Recently, Takemoto has been more 
specifically concerned with commu-
nity building and historicity. In 2014 
she produced the documentary Sex, 
Politics, and Sticky Rice, featuring 
five prominent San Francisco–based 
Asian American lesbians discussing 

their adventures in love and their work 
as longtime activists. This video was 
inspired by the Dragon Fruit Project 
and Takemoto’s collaboration with its 
founder, Amy Sueyoshi, and with API 
Equality Northern California, to docu-
ment and record oral history inter-
views between queer Asian and Pacific 
Islanders of different generations as 
part of their larger effort to enable API 
queers to preserve their own histories.

CONNECTING QUEER ARTISTS

Takemoto is the board president of the 
Queer Cultural Center (QCC), which 
is a municipally funded multiracial arts 
organization that hosts the National 
Queer Arts Festival. She was asked 
to join to foster connections between 
QCC and the academic environment 
of CCA; it led to the development of 
Queer Conversations on Culture and 
the Arts (QCCA), an ongoing lecture 
series at CCA and other venues in the 
Bay Area. The panels feature queer art-
ists, designers, and scholars discussing 
their work, enabling students to inter-
act and participate in conversations 
with the broader queer arts commu-
nity. For information on upcoming 
events, see qcc2.org.

“Here’s what I’ve learned about 
expanding ‘queer potentialities’ from 
QCCA,” says Takemoto. “If you work 
collaboratively and strategically with 
academic, governmental, and estab-
lished art institutions to help provide 
funding, space, and audience interest, 
you can absolutely increase the visibil-
ity and diversity of queer arts within 
and beyond institutional frameworks.”

F A C U L T Y  S T O R I E S



DonalD 
Fortescue        

Humans have always imagined themselves 

as incorrigible wanderers, bent on discov-

ering their earthly surroundings with no 

environment too rugged, no distance too 

far. It seems we have an innate desire to 

discover ourselves in beautiful, sometimes 

inhospitable landscapes. And of all such 

places on Earth, the Arctic is among the 

most extreme.

ARCTIC VISIONS

BY BENJAMIN AUSTIN 

(MFA WRITING 2016)



F A C U L T Y  S T O R I E S
For Furniture and Fine Arts faculty member DonalD 
Fortescue, the Arctic represents a place of discovery, where 
reality and imagination intersect; it has been a source of fas-
cination throughout his life. It was his inspiration to apply for 
the Arctic Circle Residency, run out of New York and involv-
ing an international corps of artists and scientists, in summer 
2014. Of the hundreds who apply, 20 are selected each year 
to take part in the three-week program aboard a three-mast-
ed tall ship that sails around the mountainous archipelago of 
the Arctic Circle. Once Fortescue received notice that he had 
been selected, he booked his ticket to Longyearbyen, on the 
Norwegian island of Spitsbergen, where the journey began.

ENVIRONMENT CHANGED CREATIVE PROCESS

Originally from the southeastern coast of Australia, 
Fortescue was a botanist before becoming a designer and art-
ist. “My interest in the natural world has never left me, and 
it deeply informs all of my creative efforts,” he says. “Being 
on board the ship meant not being able to work in my usual 
sculptural media, forcing me to adopt a radically different 
creative process.” His goal was to capture the wild, natural 
sights and sounds of a place very few get to see firsthand, in 
the hopes of re-creating them in some way for a larger audi-
ence. His medium, he decided, would be time-lapse videos 
captured on GoPro cameras, paired with audio recordings.

“Before the ship set sail, my imagined perception of 
the Arctic was one of isotropy, where the bare, seemingly 
unchanging landscape would make deciphering the scale of 
an area—and one’s personal scale in relation to it—almost 
impossible. But the Arctic had so much more in it than I 
expected. It has a long history of human habitation, with 
mining and whaling remnants all up the coast. It isn’t the 
blank page I’d imagined. Any place that humans can access is 
a place upon which they ‘write’ their thoughts, imaginations, 
and actions. And the Arctic has been written on.”

Armed with his cameras and hydrophone (a sound record-
ing device that functions underwater), Fortescue recorded a 
variety of sights and sounds: from on board the ship, while 
standing on ice floes, and in the icy seas. He was able to 
capture on the hydrophone, among many other phenomena, 
seals using echolocation and sonic frequencies for commu-
nication. He also captured sound via accelerometers: devices 
that, when fed through a preamplifier, become highly sensi-
tive contact microphones. 

A VISUAL AND AURAL DREAMSCAPE

Back in his Oakland studio, Fortescue began tinkering with 
his recordings, figuring out the best way to present them to 
the public. “I’m working on several ideas, including reen-
visioning the first experiments in 3D vision conducted by 
Charles Whetstone in the 1830s. In my version, participants 
will walk into a room where high-definition videos are 
playing on opposite walls. When they sit in a chair faced with 

small paired mirrors, the dual video recordings will resolve 
into three dimensions.” In addition to the visual component, 
Fortescue imagines using hyperbolic speakers to focus the 
audio “only where you are sitting in the chair, so that the 
sound pops up. The whole experience will be kind of like 
walking into an all-too-real dreamscape.”

Recognizing that the Arctic is the canary in the coal mine 
of global warming, he adds, “I hope my work will not only 
tantalize participants on a sensory level, but also spur them 
to think about the larger implications of our human impacts 
on the Earth.”

Fortescue’s work can be seen at donaldfortescue.com or at 
Vessel Gallery in Oakland, or purchased online in the fine art 
section of Amazon.com.

DonalD 
Fortescue        
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ming: I started thinking about my next 
course of action in life while I was 
serving my mandatory service in the 
Singapore Armed Forces. I had taken 
a diploma in digital media design in a 
polytechnic (which is like American 
community college) prior to my 
enlistment. 

I asked myself: Shall I embark on 
work, or further my studies? Whatever 
path I pursued, I wanted to do the 
same thing as my twin brother, Khen, 
as it would be cool to see a pair of 
twins in the same profession.

khen: It’s nice seeing brothers face 
tribulations side by side, especially 
when they have the same faces! Like 
most twins, we are always tearing at 
each other’s throats, only to give the 
other a friendly pat on the back when 
the going gets tough.

Also like most twins, we have similar 
interests. Drawing and creating stories 
are passions going way back to our 
childhood. It helped that our parents 
were encouraging. I went to a polytech-
nic, too, and took a diploma in graphic 
design, and while the education was 
invaluable, I felt more interested in 
drawing and painting narratives. So 
we decided to take an undergraduate 
program in illustration together. 

Being the lazy brother, I shuffled 
away conveniently and let Ming do all 
the hard work of research.

ming: I used every opportuni-
ty (time is scarce while in national 
service) to talk with lecturers from my 
polytechnic and ask them to recom-
mend schools. We applied to art insti-
tutions in the United States, the United 
Kingdom, and Australia. The leading 
criteria were the faculty and learning 

environments the schools had to offer, 
and the career prospects for alumni. 
While waiting for replies, I received an 
email stating that a CCA representa-
tive, the lovely Shiraz Chavan, was 
coming to Singapore to talk about 
CCA. It caught my attention.

khen: CCA was immensely attractive 
because of its Illustration faculty, a 
conglomeration of artist rock stars. 
CCA ranks highly on websites such 
as U.S. News & World Report. Also 
appealing was the fact that the campus 
is in San Francisco.

More exciting (and daunting) was 
the prospect of studying in a foreign 
culture, in a land far away from home. 
We were so excited to be accepted! 
And then, since Ming had done all the 
research work, it was my turn to figure 
out about how to apply for student 
visas (ugh).

ming: I remember the day when we 
first landed in San Francisco. We were 
amazed by the architecture and the 
cool accents of the locals. It felt like 
we’d walked into a Hollywood movie.

khen: The wonder and surrealism 
lasted for a fair bit. I’d worried that our 
time in the military had completely 
dried up our creative juices, but we 
adapted quickly. Our fluency in English 
helped bridge the gap, not to mention 
the open, friendly, positive attitudes of 
the locals.

For orientation and the following 
few weeks we even dressed up identi-
cally every day. It was very amusing to 
confuse people!

H O W  W E  G O T  H E R E E
W A I  K H E N  S O H

W A I  M I N G  S O H

ILLUSTRATION 2016

A N D

➜		Check out the Sohs’ artwork at 
 artofming.com and artofkhen.com

Khen's Good Country People

Ming's Godzilla, King of Monsters



Ming's Monsters Munching on Marinating Maidens and Mushrooms

Khen's Old Man and the Sea
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A R C H  R E L O C A T E S  T O  C C A ’ S 
S A N  F R A N C I S C O  C A M P U S
In September 2014, the CCA community was elated when 
news broke that the beloved art and drafting supply retail 
store ARCH, which was being evicted from its Potrero Hill 
location, was moving onto CCA’s San Francisco campus.

ARCH first opened its doors in 1978 in San Francisco’s 
Jackson Square. Susie Coliver, ARCH’s owner and founder, 
remembers, “When we had to move out of Jackson Square in 
2001, then–Architecture Dean DaviD Meckel (now CCA’s 
director of campus planning) was the first person I called. 
I said, ‘David, don’t you have a little bit of space for us on 
CCA’s campus?’ And he replied, ‘It would be great, but we 
have all sorts of master planning to do. Maybe someday.’”

Eventually, ARCH found a home in Potrero Hill, where 
it remained for 13 years until Coliver received this latest 
eviction notice. She was disheartened to see how expensive 
space was nearby, but the art and architecture community’s 
outpouring of support encouraged her not to give up. “As 
soon as KQED ran the story about us moving, people came 
out of the woodwork to tell us how much they valued us and 
how important we were to what they do. Students came in 
practically in tears. Faculty came in and said, ‘We’ll work 

with you, whatever it takes.’ We were just surrounded by this 
wonderful communal embrace.”

ARCH has settled in the back half of the Campus Center 
Student Lounge, a spot that is open not only to students and 
faculty, but also to the public. Students and parents can now 
purchase CCA swag from an on-campus outlet, rather than 
only online. “We’re looking for all sorts of new opportuni-
ties to do things collaboratively with the college,” says Mac 
Warrick, longtime ARCH manager. “There’s this tremendous 
goodwill, and genuine excitement.”

ARCH has also opened a new pop-up location in the 
Dogpatch neighborhood, at 2349 3rd Street, where both 
gift items and art supplies are available. (And, yes, Otto the 
Boston terrier is on hand, too.) 
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C C A  T O  H O S T  D E S I G N  H I S T O R Y  S O C I E T Y  M E E T I N G 
Design faculty member Barry katz has been named Academic Convenor of the 2015 meeting 
of the Design History Society, which will be hosted by CCA September 11–13. It is the first time 
the meeting will be held in North America. Katz proposed the theme “How We Live and How We 
Might Live”: Design and the Spirit of Critical Utopianism. (Design history buffs will recognize the 
title of William Morris’s most famous essay.)

Katz says: “The theme taps into our roots in the 19th-century Arts and Crafts movement but 
leans into our position at the edge of the most dynamic technology environment in the world. I 
am tapping into the entire Silicon Valley / Bay Area design network for support: tours, venues, 
activities, parties, et cetera. I intend to mess with the predictable (and predictably boring) format 
of most academic conferences. 

“Every design major at the college requires a ‘History of ’ course, and we therefore have on our 
faculty intellectual resources unparalleled at even the most lavishly endowed research universities. 
Ten out of our 11 PhD design historians are serving as the conference advisory group. Together 
we represent the histories of industrial design, interaction design, fashion, architecture, interiors, 
graphics, textiles, and beyond, as well as design historiography and theory. 

“It’s pretty extraordinary, and the students have been falling all over themselves to volunteer.”

 N E W  P A N O R A M I C  R E S I D E N C E S 
S T U D E N T  H O U S I N G
Opening in fall 2015, the brand-new Panoramic Residences 
offers affordable and accessible housing for up to 200 CCA 
students in San Francisco’s South of Market neighborhood, 
a 10-minute bike ride away from the San Francisco campus. 
On site there is safe storage for 200 bikes (including a bike 
repair station!) and a rooftop garden. 

CCA students will occupy the second through sixth floors 
exclusively. They can choose to live in either a two-person 
studio or a four-person suite (each with a full bathroom 
and kitchen). Each unit has bay windows and window seats, 
a microwave, elfa shelving and closet systems, engineered 
soundproofing, an extra-deep soaking tub, a flat-screen TV, 
floor-to-ceiling storage, individually controlled heat and 
ventilation, stainless steel appliances, and broadband Internet 
access. 

Students from the nearby San Francisco Conservatory of 
Music will occupy the top five floors of the 11-story building.
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A T  T H E  C C A  W A T T I S  I N S T I T U T E

JOSEPHINE PRYDE
LAPSES IN THINKING BY THE 
PERSON I AM
MAY 5—AUGUST 1, 2015 
In her first solo exhibition in an American institution,  
Berlin-based English artist Josephine Pryde presents a com-
mission of entirely new work, including sculpture and a suite 
of photography. Known primarily for her photographic work, 
Pryde has become a major figure in the revival of photogra-
phy as a key critical discipline in the field of contemporary 
art. Pryde has developed a singular style of image making 
that responds to methods and ideas from, among other 
sources, advertising, fashion, and portrait photography. 

JULIA HEYWARD
CONSCIOUS KNOCKS 
UNCONSCIOUS
MAY 5—JUNE 13, 2015 
Covering over a decade of Julia Heyward's work, from 1973 
onward, this exhibition brings together videos, documen-
tation, scripts, costumes, research, and ephemera from a 
variety of sources, including Heyward's own archive. The 
artist was a major influence in New York's performance and 
theater scene of the 1970s, and this exhibit is a rare chance 
to experience the range and dynamism of Heyward's earliest 
performances, videos, and multimedia works. Heyward lives 
and works in New York City.

Julia Heyward, Shake Daddy Shake, 1976 

Josephine Pryde, It's Not My Body IV, 2011
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Reading Basquiat: Exploring 

Ambivalence in American Art

UC Press, 2014

Hardcover, 268 pages, $34.95

Visual Studies chair Jordana 

Moore SaggeSe weaves together 

Basquiat’s interests in painting, 

writing, and music to consider the 

parallels he found among them in 

his exploration of the production 

of meaning.

Paul Sietsema: At the Hour of Tea

RITE EDITIONS and Sternberg 

Press, 2014

Paperback, 160 pages, $54 

Design faculty member geoff 

Kaplan designed, together with 

Paul Sietsema, this artist’s book 

on Sietsema’s work in film and 

painting. It is constructed from a 

collection of stills; a filmic space 

develops within the pages, mov-

ing through and layering imagery 

via a system of cut portals and 

transparent, screenlike pages.

Dubliners

Penguin Classics, 2014

Paperback, 336 pages, $17

Illustration faculty member roMan 

Muradov designed and illustrated 

this deluxe centennial edition of 

James Joyce’s classic short story 

collection. “Early on I decided 

against writing any blurbs and 

bios, and instead approximat-

ed Joyce’s techniques in visual 

arrangement, medium, and form. 

I started with an infinite crowd 

frozen between movement and 

paralysis.”

Transgender Studies Quarterly 

special issue: Trans Cultural 

Production

Duke University Press, 2014

Paperback, 192 pages, $12

Visual and Critical Studies faculty 

member Julian Carter coedited 

this special issue of the new 

journal TSQ, the first nonmedical 

scholarly journal on transgender 

phenomena. The issue is entirely 

devoted to the arts, architecture, 

and creative writing.

The Chorister: Evolution of Voice

Nicasio Press, 2014

Paperback, 120 pages, $21.95 

JaCK Miller (MFA 2007) presents 

29 curious, full-color art images 

and the stories they inspired, 

including: a turtle man who finds 

his place between the species; 

five siblings who share one large 

garment and dazzle crowds; and 

a bereaved kid who finds a way 

to sleep well despite his pressing 

sense of mortality.

I Didn’t Do My Homework 

Because . . .

Chronicle Books, 2014

Hardcover, 44 pages, $12.99

Giant lizards invaded the neigh-

borhood. Elves hid all the pencils. 

And then there was that problem 

with carnivorous plants! aMy yu 

gray (MA Design 2012) designed 

and art directed this children’s 

book. It has been translated into 

several languages, including 

Italian, Portuguese, Spanish, 

French, and Korean. 

➜		If you are a CCA affiliate and 
have published (or designed, 
illustrated, etc.) a book in the 
last 12 months, we’d love to 
hear about it! Send details to 
lkenney@cca.edu.

C O L L E G E  N E W S

B O O K S H E L F
A SELECT FEW OF THE MANY BOOKS WRITTEN, 

DESIGNED,  ILLUSTRATED,  AND PUBLISHED BY 

CCA FACULTY AND ALUMNI IN THE PAST YEAR
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Studio URBIS, of which Architecture 
faculty member Antje Steinmuller 
is a principal, had its Elements House 
design featured in Dwell magazine in 
October 2014. Steinmuller says: “The 
design is based on an integration of 
inside and outside, so that water and 
landscape are present in the house as 
part of the daily experience. Water 
takes multiple forms: as surface, sound, 
object, movement, and light. The pool 
is experienced in section through glaz-
ing that begins at the lower level and 
rises up through the house.”

Mendocino-based Yorgen Quent 
KvinSlAnd (Ceramics 2002) of 
ArtStruct has been commissioned by 
the city of Fort Bragg to make two one-
of-a-kind benches for the scenic coastal 
trail in Mendocino County. Kvinsland, 
who specializes in art doors and fine 
woodwork, was featured in American 
Craft magazine’s February issue. 

Graphic Design faculty member 
BoB AufuldiSh was highlighted in 
Communication Arts’s most recent 
typography annual for the materials 
he designed for CCA’s 2014 Gala, 
Blueprints, Blue Jeans & Bluegrass, 
honoring trustee Art Gensler.

ENGAGE at CCA Program Manager 
megAn ClArK received a 2014 
Distinguished Service Award from  
the Bethany Center Foundation at 
their annual Art at the Table fundrais-
er, where luCie riChter (Industrial 
Design faculty) was the keynote 
speaker. The award honored CCA’s 
long-standing ENGAGE partnership 
between Industrial Design students 
and elder residents at Bethany Center 
Senior Housing.
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COLLEGE NEWS

hAnK WilliS thomAS (MFA 
Photography / MA Visual Criticism 
2004) was appointed to the New York 
City Public Design Commission in 
February by Mayor Bill de Blasio. He 
is also part of a team that recently 
won the 2015 Infinity Award for New 
Media from the International Center 
of Photography for the long-running 
trans-media art project Question 
Bridge: Black Males, which through 
recorded question-and-answer 
exchanges seeks to represent and rede-
fine black male identity in America. 
The project team includes Photography 
faculty member ChriS johnSon and 
alums BAYeté roSS Smith (MFA 2004) 
and rYAn Alexiev (MFA 2007).

Visual and Critical Studies faculty 
member SuSAn gevirtz was recent-
ly awarded two summer residencies 
in Greece: this July at the House of 
Literature in Paros and in 2016 at the 
Foundation Marc de Montalembert 
in Rhodes, Greece. In Rhodes she 
will do a poetry project on barter and 
alternative economies being invented 
in Greece in response to the govern-
ment's austerity programs and their 
predecessors in ancient and ongoing 
Greek alternative economies.

Illustration faculty member romAn 
murAdov won an ADC Young Guns 
award and the Society of Illustrators 
Gold Medal in 2014 for his NPR 
calendar design.

Maya and the Turtle: A Korean Fairy 
Tale, a book by the painter, sculptor, 
mosaic artist, and illustrator SomA 
hAn (Fine Art 1978) and her husband 
John C. Stickler, won the prestigious 
Morning Calm Medal for 2013–14. The 
award is based on a popular vote by 
students at 15 participating internation-
al schools in South Korea.

Cinema Snowglobe, a project by 
Design faculty members jd BeltrAn 
and SCott minnemAn, was selected 
by an international jury for the 2014 
New Technological Art Award, given 
to the top technology-based art proj-
ects worldwide. It was also selected to 
be featured at the 44th International 
Film Festival Rotterdam in 2015; three 
new short films were shown on the 
Cinema Snowglobe platform.

In 2014, First Year Program faculty 
member frAnCeSCA PAStine was 
awarded the Eureka Fellowship through 
the Fleishhacker Foundation. Pastine 
says, “I consider my work with 
Artforum as an unsolicited collabo-
ration between the cover artist and 
myself. I cut into the magazine with a 
#11 X-acto blade, one page at a time, 
in order to reveal a topography of art 
trends. I then enshrine the finished 
piece in Plexiglas, turning it into a kind 
of cultural relic, an art object rather 
than a commentator.”
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Textiles faculty member liA CooK was 
awarded first prize in the juried 
Brain-Art Initiative exhibition for her 
work Connectome. The show took 
place at the Beverly Arts Center in 
Chicago. Artists submitted works 
that investigate how our minds work, 
where thinking comes from, and the 
origins of consciousness. The show was 
affiliated with the BRAIN Initiative, a 
recently inaugurated government 
program allocating $100 million for 
brain research at laboratories across 
the United States.

WeSton teruYA (Painting/Drawing 
2007) and mAriA PorgeS (Visual  
and Critical Studies faculty) both 
received awards in 2014 from the 
Center for Cultural Innovation. Teruya 
used his grant to partner with gallerist 
Patricia Sweetow to create a sculptur-
al installation in her new downtown 
Oakland storefront that will facilitate 
engagements with the surrounding 
neighborhood. Porges’s grant was for 
artistic equipment and tools; she used 
it to buy a stack cutter.

Schwartz and Architecture, of which 
Architecture faculty member neAl 
SChWArtz is principal, received an 
AIA California Council 2014 Merit 
Award and a Custom Home 2014 Grand 
Award for Facade Detail for Crook | 
Cup | Bow | Twist, a single-
family home in Nicasio, California. The 
house’s special features include  
the entryway facade, whose wood-
en slates are intended to bend and 
torque—and thus become more 
sculptural—with age, and horizontal 
acrylic-filled slits in the board-formed 
concrete bathroom wall.

CAlAmitY WeSt (MFA Writing 2007) 
received a 3Arts award in 2014. The 
award supports women artists, artists 
of color, and artists with disabilities 
working in the Chicago area, and 
comes with an unrestricted $25,000 
cash grant.
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Interior Design faculty member AmY 
CAmPoS was one of four 2014 winners 
of the Nancy Vincent McClelland 
Merit Award. McClelland was the first 
woman president of the American 
Institute of Decorators (the forerunner 
of ASID), from 1941 to 1944. The award 
honors individuals, organizations, 
manufacturers, and research projects 
for their outstanding support of the 
interior design profession.

COLLEGE NEWS 

C O L L E G E  N E W S

Architecture faculty members AdAm 
mArCuS, mArgAret iKedA, and evAn 
joneS have been working with students 
and Autodesk for two semesters on 
Buoyant Ecologies, a set of specula-
tive proposals for a floating expansion 
of Autodesk’s Pier 9 Workshop: a 
world-class fabrication facility on the 
water’s edge in San Francisco. Marcus 
says: “We are working closely with 
Autodesk’s Creative Projects team to 
imagine how the floating vessel can 
interface with the pier, the public, 
and the bay’s ecology. We’re also 
collaborating with marine biologists 
at the Moss Landing Benthic Lab and 
Kreysler & Associates, an innovative 
fiberglass composites manufacturer, to 
imagine how the surface of the vessel 
itself can create habitats for certain 
types of aquatic life.” The studio’s work 
will be compiled in a publication and 
exhibition at the Autodesk Gallery in 
spring 2015.

Alumnus guStAvo friCKe (Industrial 
Design 2010) was part of a team that 
received awards in 2014 from Core 77 
(Social Impact category, runner up) 
and IDEA (Social Impact category, 
bronze) for their prototype of the 3D 
Printed Personal Ekso, an exoskele-
tal robot that may soon replace the 
wheelchair. The parts are created by 
referencing a 3D body scan. They are 
ventilated with a complex pattern, 
allowing the skin to breathe while 
keeping the product weight minimized.

Architecture faculty member thom 
fAulderS recently completed a public 
art project for the main entrance of the 
Science, Research, and Teaching Center 
at Portland State University. Entrium 
Light Cloud is a phenomenally active 
threshold inspired by the light-
filtering effects and spatial layering of 
tree canopies. The meshwork dynami-
cally changes depending on the angle 
of viewing.

AWARDS AND ACCOLADES
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CCA Wattis Institute for Contemporary Arts 
Collaboration with SFMOMA 
Markus Schinwald: VIP Preview
September 9, 2014

1. Anita Wornick and Jessica Silverman (MA 2007)

2. Frish Brandt and Nan Peletz

3. Laura Sweeney and Ravin & Alka Agrawal

4. Markus Schinwald and Helen & Charles Schwab

5. Michael Rosendin, Dana Stone, Doug Mandell, and Jesse Berg

6. Nick Childress, Carlie Wilmans, Abby Schnair, and Fred Levin

1 2

3

4

5

6
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16th Annual Ronald and Anita Wornick 
Awards Exhibition
October 7, 2014

7. Sarah Burgan, trustee Ronald Wornick, and Jun Soo Park

Fall Scholarship Dinner
November 13, 2014

8. Trustee Arthur Gensler with Alan Cation and Dustin Tisdale, 
recipients of the Gensler Family Foundation Scholarship

9. Featured student speakers Benjamin Wasserman, recipient of 
the Louis Shawl Graphic Design Endowed and Trustee Emeritus 
Scholarships, and Saharah Jonson, recipient of the Henry Sugimoto 
Memorial Scholarship

10. Libby McMillan (left) and Kate Jeffrey with Keith Edwards, recipient 
of the Victor Carrasco Memorial Scholarship

11. Paul & Arlene Leiber with Kathryn Wade, recipient of the Steven 
Leiber Scholarship

12. Trustee F. Noel Perry (center) with Rebekah Smith (left) and Rachel 
Hammond, recipients of the Frances and Marcia Perry Scholarship

7 8

9 10

11

12



C. Diane Christensen & Jean M. Pierret

BarClay & sharon siMPson

F. noel Perry

PatriCia W. FitzPatriCk

ann hatCh & Paul DisCoe

tiMothy hoWes & nanCy hoWes (Jewelry/Metal Arts 2005)

JuDy & Bill tiMken

rotasa FounDation

the W.l.s. sPenCer FounDation

BrenDa JeWett & GeorGe F. JeWett iii (Architecture 1996)

Gensler FaMily FounDation

Byron D. kuth, Faia leeD aP, anD elizaBeth ranieri

lorna Meyer Calas & Dennis Calas

nanCy & steven oliver

ruth & alan stein

ronalD & anita WorniCk

helyn MaClean & asher WalDFoGel

GeorGe & Dorothy saxe

Gene savin & susan enzle

nanCy & Pat Forster

kiMBerly & siMon Blattner

JoyCe linker

MF FounDation / tiM Mott

Ms. Carlie WilMans

Mary & harolD zlot

eMMa & FreD Goltz

Ms. kay kiMPton Walker & Mr. sanDy Walker

tiM BroWn

stePhen Beal & elizaBeth hoover

DaviD & DeBorah l. kirshMan

teCoah BruCe (Painting/Drawing 1974, MAEd 1979) &
 thoMas BruCe

Ms. ann Morhauser (Glass 1979)

Mrs. saraJane Miller-Wheeler & Dr. Calvin B. Wheeler

anonyMous

G I F T S  A N D  G R A N T S
In the Fall 2014 issue of Glance, we shared exciting news about developments 

in the usage of CCA’s 2.5-acre lot adjacent to our San Francisco campus. A cam-

puswide celebration of the acquisition and opening of this extraordinary prop-

erty took place in conjunction with CCA’s annual Spring Fair on April 25. (Watch 

for a feature on this event in the next issue.) Central to this celebration was the 

acknowledgment of the visionary leadership and generosity of the CCA Board of 

Trustees in not only identifying the importance of this property but also in giv-

ing the funds necessary for its purchase and improvement. The CCA community 

extends its heartfelt gratitude to the following donors who contributed to the 

acquisition fund.
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In addition, we thank all the alumni, parents, and friends 
who made gifts to scholarships and programs from March 1, 
2014, to January 31, 2015. (Donors to Black Is the New Black 
gala will be acknowledged in the Fall 2015 issue of Glance.)  
Following are the highlights of these generous donations. 

Scholarships and Faculty Support
Alumna koko F. FloWers (Graphic Design 1970) 
made a gift of $200,000 to create an endowed scholar-
ship to help promising Graphic Design students. The 
s. livinGston Mather CharitaBle trust granted 
$100,000 to the endowed fund for the Victor Carrasco 
Memorial Scholarship, which supports graduate students in 
Architecture.  In addition, an anonymous donor facilitated a 
gift of $125,000 to support the hiring of a new tenure-track 
faculty position in the Painting Program.

Wattis Institute for Contemporary Arts 
and Other Programs
Trustee Patty FitzPatriCk made a generous, two-to-one 
challenge grant to create the Wattis Institute Director’s 
Fund, which will be a source of support for Director 
Anthony Huberman to draw upon for the creation of  
innovative new programs. Fitzpatrick promised to give 
$100,000 if additional gifts totaling $200,000 could be 
raised for the same purpose. Matching donors include 

JuDy anD Bill tiMken, $100,000; ruth anD alan stein, 
$25,000; and roBin WriGht anD ian reeves, $25,000. 
The quality of Wattis Institute programming inspired the 
Warhol FounDation For the visual arts to grant 
$100,000 to be used over two years. Grants For the arts 
awarded $57,600 for public programs on the San Francisco 
campus. JaCk anD susy WaDsWorth made gifts totaling 
$51,000 for ACAC-SF and core programs at CCA. And the 
Phyllis C. Wattis FounDation awarded $30,000 for the 
Wattis Institute. 

Corporate Partners
Corporate partners invest in working with CCA’s talented 
young students, who are the future innovators and leaders 
of the creative economy. intel CorPoration gave a 
total of $96,000 by renewing support for a Technologist 
in Residence at CCA and providing grants for enriched 
resources in the Hybrid Lab. PanoraMiC interests made  
a gift of $50,000 to support the core CCA program. Cotton 
inC. renewed support with a grant of $38,000 for fashion 
student exploration of sustainability issues in clothing 
production. auDi innovation researCh gave $35,500  
for a two-week summer workshop exploring the future  
of mobility.

The New CCA hoodies ANd T-shirTs Are iN!
Come check out the new CCA-branded merchandise for sale 
at the ARCH store on the SF campus. Stock up for yourself, 
or buy a great gift for a family member or friend! Not only do 
you get to show your CCA pride, but all profits benefit CCA’s 
student scholarship fund. Support art that matters. 

(To order: info@archsupplies.com)
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INDIVIDUAL DONORS

$10,000+
Kimberly & Simon Blattner
Tecoah Bruce (Painting/Drawing 1974, MAEd 1979) 
 & Thomas Bruce
C. Diane Christensen & Jean M. Pierret 
Richard and Jean Coyne Family Foundation
Beth DeWoody
The Ferguson-Scott Family
Randi & Bob Fisher
Patricia W. Fitzpatrick
Mrs. Koko F. Flowers
Rob Forbes
Nancy & Pat Forster
Gensler Family Foundation
Maria Giudice & Scott Allen
Emma & Fred Goltz
Ann Hatch
Timothy Howes & Nancy Howes 
 (Jewelry / Metal Arts 2005)

Ms. Adriane Iann & Mr. Christian Stolz
Brenda Jewett & George F. Jewett III 

(Architecture 1996)

Ms. Kay Kimpton Walker &
 Mr. Sandy Walker
Byron D. Kuth, FAIA LEED AP & 
 Elizabeth Ranieri
Miranda Leonard
Joyce Linker
Helyn MacLean & Asher Waldfogel
The S. Livingston Mather* 
 Charitable Trust
Nion McEvoy
Leslie & Mac McQuown

Lorna Meyer Calas & Dennis Calas
Ms. Ann Morhauser (Glass 1979)

Nancy & Steven Oliver
F. Noel Perry
Mary & Andy Pilara
Rotasa Foundation
Gene Savin & Susan Enzle
Barclay Simpson* & Sharon Simpson
The Steele Family
Judy & Bill Timken
The Toby Fund
Jack & Susy Wadsworth
Paul & Anne Wattis
John Wendler
Ms. Carlie Wilmans
Ronald & Anita Wornick
Robin Wright & Ian Reeves
Mary & Harold Zlot
Anonymous (3)

$5,000-$9,999
Una Baker
Gretchen & John Berggruen
Collection of Frances & John Bowes
Dr. Thomas & Janice Boyce
Barbara Forbes
Lauren & Jamie Ford
Jeffrey Fraenkel & Frish R. Brandt 
 (Printmaking 1979)

Marjory Graue & Martin Bloes
Neil Grimmer (Sculpture 1995) & 
 Tana Johnson

NEW GIFTS AND PLEDGES FROM THE FOLLOWING 

DONORS WERE RECORDED BETWEEN JANUARY 1, 

2014, AND DECEMBER 31, 2014. GIFTS TO THE 2015 

GALA WILL BE ACKNOWLEDGED IN THE FALL 2015 

ISSUE OF GLANCE. ALUMNI ARE IDENTIFIED BY THEIR 

ACTUAL OR EXPECTED YEAR OF GRADUATION, 

WHEN THE YEAR IS KNOWN.

Honor roll 
of Donors
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Robert & Anne Gunderson
Hellman Foundation
Earle Holt (MFA Advertising 1949)

Mrs. Sarajane Miller-Wheeler & Dr. Calvin
 B. Wheeler
Rachelle L. Owen 
 (Interdisciplinary Fine Arts 1980)

Catherine Paige
Edna Reichmuth* Trust (Art Education 1939)

Jessica Silverman (MA Curatorial Practice 2007)

Dr. & Mrs. Norman C. Stone
Susan Swig
Dr. Thomas J. White

$1,000-$4,999
Alka & Ravin Agrawal
Neil & Gene Barth
Mr. Robert Bechtle (Interdisciplinary Design 1954,

 MFA 1958) & Ms. Whitney Chadwick
Rena Bransten
Bill & Gerry Brinton
Michael Bull (MFA 1963)  & Priscilla Bull
Rose Anne Critchfield (Painting/Drawing 2005) 
 & Steve Cohn
Mark Freund & Trice Koopman
Cheryl Haines
Laura & Brett Hazlett
Tracy & Maie Herrick
Gary J. Hutton (Environmental Design 1975)

Christopher Ireland
Ms. Susan Landor Keegin
Brian Kotzin & Kathryn Comick Kotzin
Fred Levin & Nancy Livingston, The
 Shenson Foundation
Dipti & Rakesh Mathur
Sheri S. McKenzie & Mark S. Bernstein
George H. Mead III 
 (Painting/Drawing 1976, MFA 1978)

Byron R. Meyer
John L. Milner (Interdisciplinary Fine Arts 1972)

George J. Miyasaki* (MFA Painting 1958)

Amir Mortazavi
Douglas & Julianne Muhleman
Dr. Thomas L. Nelson &  

Dr. Wylda H. Nelson
John Newberger
The Ras Family
Dorothy Robinson
George Luis Sedano & Eric Fiske
Büldan Seka
Mary Jo & Arthur Shartsis
Jennifer Stein
Laura & Joe Sweeney
Kenneth W. Swenson* (Graphic Design 1953) 
 & Cherie Swenson
Laurellee Westaway
Suzanne Westaway
Kendall Wishnick Adams (Painting 1998)

Vincent Worms
Anonymous (4)

$500-$999
Paule Anglim
Christine Bliss & David Nitz
Peter & Sara Bostock

Linda A. Cicero (Photography 1980) 
 & Robert Kennedy
Leroy Dutro (Art Education 1941)

Mr. George A. Gonzalez (Graphic Design 1973)

Ms. Mikae Hara (MFA Printmaking 1986)

Doris Harris (Interior Architecture 1983)

Thacher Hurd (Painting 1972) & Olivia Hurd
 (Painting 1972)

Barbara Kelly
Kurt Kiefer  (MFA 1992) 
 & Mary L. Williamson
Sandra Greenberg Kosinski (Ceramics)

Lynn Landor
Julie Lee
Mr. & Mrs. Paul Leiber
Kelly Levy
Lisa Mertens & John Ward
David R. Murray
Alan Myers
John & Margaret Pillsbury
Bettyann Plishker (MAEd 1978)

Sarah Robayo Sheridan 
 (MA Curatorial Practice 2008)

Robert Shimshak & Marion Brenner
Robert Tong (Art Education 1953)  
 & Helen Tong
Leslie Townsend
Patricia Walsh
Karen Weber & Chris Carter
Andrea Wilder (Interdisciplinary Design 1974)

Kai-Yee Woo (Environmental Design 1978) 
 & William J. Joseph
Anonymous (2)

$250-$499
Juvenal Acosta
Gregory Andreas & Judith Rosenberg
Joseph Arena (Interdisciplinary Fine Arts 1956) 

 & Tonni Arena
Robert Avery (Advertising 1962) 
 & Amanda Avery
Susan Avila & Stephen Gong
William Chambers (Graphic Design 1964)

Nina Chiappa (Photography 1976)

Don Crewell
Cynthia Devereaux (Interior Architecture 1992)

Margaret Dhaemers (Interdisciplinary Crafts 1955,
 MFA 1960)

Burton Edwards (Painting/Drawing 2003)

Larek & Louise Federmann
Hans D. Flink (Graphic Design 1961)

Paul & Marilyn Gardner
Blanche & Steven Goldenberg
Judith Hamill (Sculpture 1975)

Jack Howard (Art Education 1958, MFA 1959) 
 & Joyce Howard
Aimee Iura (Sculpture 1997)

Thomas & Annelise Judd
David Kennedy (1974)

Susan Krane
John & Melba Lew
Jacqueline P. Little (MFA 1992)

Ashley Lomery & Kevin Lisewski
Sarah Lowenthal
Merideth Marschak

Christina Meyer (Drawing 1994)

Steven Miller (Interior Architecture 1992)

Janet M. Monaghan (Environmental Design 1973) 
 & Brian J. McKeever
Sally & Robert Nicholson (parents of 
 Bobby Nicholson, Individualized Major 2008)

Dan Shafer (MFA 2005) & Alicia Shafer
Thomas Ventresco (Sculpture)

John Williams & Audrey Lyndon
Jeffrey Wilson (Sculpture 1974)

Anonymous

$50-$249
Mia S. Alexander (Drawing 1979)

William R. Alschuler
Juan A. Alvarez (Ceramics 1993)

Rosario Batiller
Jacob Belsky (Advertising 1965)

Mary Bender (1984)  & Stephen Hoyt
Mary C. Bendix (Painting 1975)

Garry Bennett 
Stefani Berger
Don Berk (Ceramics 1975) & Nina DeLynn Berk
 (Ceramics 1974)

William Bivins, Jr. & Lynn Fuller
Steven & Lili Blalock
Kenneth L. Bryant (MFA 1976)

Leland Byrd (1973)

Mary Cancelmo
Samuel & Cora Cariaga
Lori Chan Luna (Environmental Design 1973)

Rana Cho
Blanche C. Clark (Painting 1949)

Rosemary Clark (Ceramics 1967)

Julie Cohn (Individualized Major 1986)

The Cutler Family
Linda DeBruyn-Nelson 
 (Interdisciplinary Fine Arts 1973) 

Gail DeSpain (Interior Architecture 1986)

Donna & Joseph Duffy
Mark Dutka (Interior Architecture 1992)

Brian Dyck (Art Education 1971) & Iwalani Dyck
Mr. David G. Edlefsen (Textiles 1978)

Karen & Glen Farr
Donald Fay (Interdisciplinary Fine Arts 1950) 
 & Linda Fay
Bella Feldman (Sculpture)

Luke and Kimberly Felker
Nancy M. Flora (1986)

Lola Fraknoi (MFA 1984)

Jan Freeman Long (Painting 1996)

Christina Gearin (Architecture 2000) 
 & Andrew Mayo (Architecture)

Norval L. Gill (Art Education 1937)

Jose & Victoria Gonzalez
Deborah Griffin (MFA 1992)

Michael & Gail Gutzler
Andrew Hall (Graphic Design 1966)

William Hamilton 
 (Painting/Drawing 1968, MAEd 1975)

JoAnne Hammer (Graphic Design 1982)

Joan Hausman (Graphic Design)

Mary Hawkins & Jose Esteban
J. R. Heinzkill
Brooke C. Hendrickson
Anson Hing
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Robert & Josefa Scholz
Zachary Scholz (MFA 2006)

Mr. & Mrs. Toby C. Schwartzburg
Mr. Leslie M. Sennette (Interior Design 1981)

Adrienne A. Sharp (Drawing 1975)

Sallie Shawl
Lois Sheesley (Art Education 1958)

Ms. Susan W. Sheldon (Painting 1968)

Daniel & Jane Shureb
Matt Silady
Julia Sommer
Deborah J. Stafford (Drawing 1979) 
 & Wayne T. Lemley
Paul and Nicola Stiff
Marsha Strong-Smith (Drawing 1982)

Jon Sueda (Graphic Design 1998)

D. Randy & Deborah Tabb
Kenneth Tanzer
Martin & Elizabeth Terplan
Whitney Thornburg
Dominick Tracy
Constance Treadwell
Ji-Ren Tzou & Hsiu-Feng Chang 
Kathryn Van Dyke (Painting 1990)

Daniel & Lynn Van Engel
Mary Vasquez (Ceramics 1988)

Janice Viekman (Textiles 1976)

David & Barbara Volckmann
Jonathan & Lindsay Waldern
Graham Walker & Agnes Murray (MFA 1980)

Jan C. Walker (Painting)

Elsa Waller (Textiles) & Julian A. Waller
Robert Wallis (Architecture 1997) 
 & Benjie Wallis (Textiles 1997)

Frederick Wasser (Art Education 1960) 
 & Linda Wasser
Susan Sampsell Weller (Art Education)

Sharon Wilcox (MFA 1965)

Ruth Worthington
Isabelle Wyatt (Interior Architecture 1984)

Elaine Yokoyama (Individualized Major 1987)

Neysa Young
Stefanie Young (Illustration 1995) & Peter Young
Heidi Yount (Photography 2002)

Yongzhao Yuan & Yifeng Zhou 
Weilin & Zhonghua Zheng
Christina & Philip Zimbardo
Anonymous (8)

ORGANIZATIONAL DONORS

$10,000+
Audi Innovation Research
Autodesk
Cotton Incorporated
Flanders House
FOR-SITE Foundation
Grants for the Arts/
 San Francisco Hotel Tax Fund
Intel Corporation
Vehbi Koç Foundation
Koret Foundation
LEF Foundation
Levi Strauss & Co.
MF Foundation/Tim Mott

National Gallery of Canada
National Science Foundation
Consulate General of the Netherlands
The Barbro Osher Pro Suecia Foundation
Panoramic Interests
Pisces, Inc
Tarbell Family Foundation
Therrien-Barley
The Andy Warhol Foundation for 
 the Visual Arts
Phyllis C. Wattis Foundation
Anonymous

$5,000-$9,999
diPietro Todd Salons + Academy
Fong & Chan Architects
Galerie Daniel Buchholz
Galerie Micheline Szwajcer
Graham Foundation for Advanced 
 Studies in the Fine Arts
Isabella Bortolozzi Galerie
Lam Research Corporation
Monotype Imaging Inc.
Oliver & Company
Oliver Peoples

$1,000-$4,999
Abercrombie & Fitch
Artsource
Austrian Cultural Forum New York
Danish Arts Foundation
Goethe-Institut San Francisco
Institut für Auslandsbeziehungen
International Interior Design Association 

(IIDA)

Jensen Architects
John Marx / Form4
Kadist Art Foundation
Kava Massih Architects
Levy Design Partners, Inc.
Pfau Long Architecture
Samsung
Skidmore, Owings & Merrill LLP
SOFiSTiK AG
Thendara Foundation

$500-$999
BraytonHughes Design Studios
cafepress.com
Center for Asian American Media
Jim Jennings Architecture
Leddy Maytum Stacy Architects
Oakland Asian Cultural Center
Stanley Saitowitz | Natoma Architects Inc.

$250-$499
Anderson Anderson Architecture
Andrea Cochran Landscape Architecture
ARCH Drafting & Art Supply
Blasen Landscape Architecture
San Jose Museum of Art
TANNERHECHT Architecture
Tucker & Marks, Inc.

J. A. Scott Hughes 
 (Interdisciplinary Design & Photography 1975)

Barbara Jones
Susie Jue (Interior Design 1979)

Elizabeth Shari Kadar (Sculpture 1989)

Martin Kasofsky
Barry M. Katz & Deborah Trilling
May Kawamoto (Painting 1969, MAEd 1985)

Timothy Kelly (MFA 1999)

Janis Lavine (Ceramics 1975)

William & Catherine Leach
Tacku & Shirley Lee
David Lemon (Interdisciplinary Design 1979)

Donald & Jane Lind
James R. Little (Art Education 1966)

Kress Maclaren
Janice Marcin 
 (Interdisciplinary Design & Painting 1984)

Billy Martin (BFA 1950)

Nancy R. Marzi (Interdisciplinary Fine Arts 1954)

Deborah McAfee (Film 1975)

Katherine McCabe
Margreta McKeown
Mary Mercer
Cecily A. Merrill (Painting 1966, Art Education 1967) 

& Frank M. Friedlaender
Bonnie Meyer
Charlene Milgrim (Interdisciplinary Crafts 1974)

Maralyn Miller (Interdisciplinary Fine Arts 1952)

Jamie Millican (Environmental Design 1981)

Nancy Moure
Vincent Mthimunye
Sonya Murphy
Marjorie Krehe Murray (Advertising 1949)

David B. Myers (Photography)

Ellen Nachtrieb
Judith Oroshnik (Interior Architecture 1983)

Miyako Overturf (Interior Design)

Jeff Padilla (Photography 1983)

Ellen Paisley (Ceramics 1984)

Sushil C. Pal (Graphic Design 1978)

Pati Paolella (Photography 1978) & Landy Paolella
Wendy J. Paull-David (Metal Arts 1972)

Nicholas F. Pavloff (Interdisciplinary Design)

John & Brandi Pearce
Allegra Pitera (Architecture 1992)

Margaret Pond
Patricia Prejza (Advertising 1964)

Rosalie Price (Art Education 1961) & John Price
Michael & Dean Prusa
Mr. Robert W. Purdie
Michael Quinn
Andrea Ramiza (Graphic Design)

Ms. Lynne C. Rappaport 
 & Mr. Jonathan B. Frank
Sharon O'Brien Rayner (Art Education 1965)

Laurie Reid (MFA 1996)

Heidi Reifenstein (Graphic Design 2009)

David Richards (Industrial Design 1966)

Ruth Rippon (Art Education 1949, MFA 1951)

Donald Roberts (Art Education 1953)

Siamac Saadat & Yukiko Yamanishi
Mara Saltz (Graphic Design 1975)

Douglas Sandberg (Film 1978) 
 & Kristine Sandberg
Todd Saunders
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P H I L A N T H R O P Y
GIFTS IN KIND

Joshua Abramson
Juvenal Acosta
Annieglass Inc.
Anne Bement
Bluxome Street Winery
Donna Buessing
Christina Conklin (MFA 2014)

Deanna Davis
Leonor Dionne
Esterlina Vineyards & Winery
Nancy and Pat Forster
Thomas Haakenson
Lon and Becci Haskew
Robert Hugel
Alyce Ide (Graphic Design)

Inter-Relations
Pamela Joyner & Alfred Giuffrida
Mr. & Mrs. Fred Karren
John Leonard
Libellum Books
Magnolia Photo Booth Co.
Michael Muscardini (Printmaking 1972)

Judith Nishimine (Interior Architecture 1989)

Pier 24 Photography
Florence Resnikoff* (Interdisciplinary 
 Fine Arts & Sculpture 1967)

Lynn Rosenzweig
Amy R. Sims
Marc Treib
Sandra Vivanco, AIA
Margo Weinstein
Jeffry Weisman
Thomas Wojak (MFA 1992 ) and Misty Leigh 

Youmans (Painting & Printmaking 1996)

John Wong
Juliet Wood
Anonymous (2)

FOUNDERS LEGACY SOCIETY

Mia S. Alexander (Drawing 1979)

Cal Anderson (Interdisciplinary Design)

Carole A. Austin (Textiles 1978)

Kimberly & Simon Blattner
Audrey Brown (Interdisciplinary Fine Arts)

Claudia L. Bubeck (Painting 1979)

Robert J.  Cole
Mary L. Correia (Illustration 1967)

Doug Cover
Gladys M. Eaton*
Mrs. Phoebe Fisher-Wolters
Koko F. Flowers (Graphic Design 1970) 
 & Thomas E. Flowers*
Kenneth A. Goss, in memory of Armando 

Rocha (Environmental Design 1980)

Ann Jones
Marian D. Keeler (Architecture 1990)

Jim Kidder
Roxanne Kupfer
Bob Levenson (Interdisciplinary Fine Arts 1974) 
 & Diane Levenson
Michael Lopez* (MFA 1963) & Jeannette Lopez
Richard M. Lowenthal, M.D.

Donna Meisl (Interdisciplinary Fine Arts 1982) 
 & Helmut Meisl
Geroge J. Miyasaki* (MFA 1958)

Dr. Thomas L. Nelson 
 & Dr. Wylda H. Nelson
Gerald M. Ober (Commercial Art 1956)

Diane Oles (Interior Architecture 1984)

Nancy & Steven Oliver
Shepard Pollack* & Paulette Long
Edna Reichmuth* (Art Education 1939)

Dorothy Saxe & George Saxe*
Eve Steccati-Tanovitz (Graphic Design 1969) 
 & Ron Tanovitz (Graphic Design 1969)

Margi Sullivan (Interior Design 1973)

Kenneth W. Swenson* (Graphic Design) 

 & Cherie Swenson
Kern Toy (Graphic Design 1985)

Sheila L. Wells (Art Education 1955)

Dr. Thomas J. White
Anonymous (6)

GIFTS IN HONOR

Honoree    Donor
Stephen Beal   Fred Levin & Nancy Livingston,  

    The Shenson Foundation
Monique Butler   George Luis Sedano & Eric Fiske
Jamie Dehlin   Ruth Worthington
Katherine Dey   George Luis Sedano & Eric Fiske
Graham Gardner (MBA 2014)  Paul & Marilyn Gardner
Vanessa Gorman   George Luis Sedano & Eric Fiske
Tammy Kang   Anson Hing
Arlene Leiber   The Cutler Family
Hannah Raffeld   George Luis Sedano & Eric Fiske
Tara Rech    George Luis Sedano & Eric Fiske
Max Ross    Ms. Susan Landor Keegin
Surasak Seekao   George Luis Sedano & Eric Fiske
Jeannine Szamreta   George Luis Sedano & Eric Fiske
Kayoko Wakamatsu   George Luis Sedano & Eric Fiske
Amy Williams (Leading By Design 2010) Karen & Glen Farr
Toshie Yamanishi   Mr. Siamac Saadat & Ms. Yukiko Yamanishi
Fonda Yoshimoto-Reed  George Luis Sedano & Eric Fiske

GIFTS IN MEMORY 
 
Honoree    Donor 
Charles Campbell   Laurellee Westaway and Suzanne Westaway
Joe Girard (Sculpture 1970, MFA 1971)  Rachel B. Stern (Sculpture 1972)

Ruth Grossman   Mr. & Mrs. Paul Leiber
Dennis Leon   Rachel B. Stern (Sculpture 1972)

Alan Marcus   Mr. & Mrs. Paul Leiber
John Joseph Nicolini   Donald & Jane Lind
Barclay Simpson   Kimberly & Simon Blattner
Roberta Steele (Graphic Design 1970)  The Steele Family

*Deceased
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BARCLAY SIMPSON
   passed away 
on November 
8, 2014, at the 

age of 93. Mr. Simpson was one of CCA’s most enthusiastic 
supporters. He believed deeply in the transformative power 
of education and played an important part in the stewardship 
of the college for the past 28 years. He was a dear friend and 
trusted advisor to many.

Simpson and his wife, Sharon, have given generously to 
CCA to support a number of projects, and the Simpson 
name is prominently displayed on both campuses. A gift from 
the Simpsons in 1998 helped CCA build the Sharon Hanley 
Simpson Library, a vital part of the San Francisco cam-
pus. The Simpson Library facilitated a major expansion in 
academic resources, including strategic growth in the library 
collection. The Simpson name is also on the award-winning 
sculpture facility in Oakland, which was completed in 1993. 

The Simpsons have also been generous supporters of the 
Center for Art and Public Life and the CCA Scholarship 
Fund. In keeping with their commitment to supporting art in 
the community, they endowed the Barclay Simpson Chair of 
Community Arts at CCA.

I N  M E M O R I A M

One of Mr. Simpson’s lasting legacies is the Barclay 
Simpson Award, established in 1987. This generous award 
has given nearly 100 CCA graduate student artists crucial 
financial support and an exhibition opportunity at a pivotal 
point in their development. The list of Simpson award win-
ners who have gone on to become successful and recognized 
artists is impressive.

In acknowledgment of his many contributions to the 
community, Simpson was awarded an honorary doctorate 
degree from CCA in 2005. During his long tenure on the 
CCA Board of Trustees he served in several leadership 
positions, including Advancement Committee chair for six 
years. During that time he increased contributions signifi-
cantly, brought on new trustees and new donors, and made 
leadership gifts that enabled the college’s expansion in the 
late 1990s.

Barclay Simpson was chairman emeritus of Simpson Mfg. 
Co. He served on the boards of several Bay Area organiza-
tions, including the Berkeley Art Museum and Girls Inc. of 
Alameda County.

Barclay and Sharon Simpson with all the past Simpson Award winners at the reception for the 25th Annual Barclay Simspon Award Exhibition, 2012



A L U M N I

Morris F. Benezra 
Art Education 1951 
December 3, 2014 
Pinole, California

nelda Booras 
Interdisciplinary Fine Arts 1962 
August 13, 2014 
Oakland, California

Brent W. Christensen 
1978 
January 17, 2015 
Calistoga, California

stanley h. Cohen 
Art Education 1949 
MFA Sculpture 1952 
January 8, 2014 
Oakland, California

roBert e. daskaM 
Photography 1949 
July 5, 2014 
San Leandro, California 

Joseph diBona 
MFA 1961 
December 23, 2014 
Timberlake, North Carolina

deMetrius GassouMis 
MFA 1958 
January 14, 2015 
Pleasant Hill, California

thorFinnur Gudnason 
Film/Video 1988 
February 16, 2015 
Reykjavik, Iceland

Celeste J. hoWell 
Jewelry / Metal Arts 2006 
March 7, 2015 
Oakland, California

BruCe J. Johnson 
Graphic Design 1970 
November 16, 2014 
Albuquerque, New Mexico

Charlotte G. MCauliFFe 
Interior Architecture 
June 4, 2014 
Fresno, California

serGio p. MunGuia 
Interdisciplinary Design 1984 
February 27, 2014 
Oakland, California

John J. niColini 
Graphic Design 1959 
November 23, 2014 
Alameda, California

doris rodriQuez 
Art Education, 1950 
December 14, 2014 
Hayward, California

norMan J. stein 
Graphic Design 1970 
November 24, 2014 
San Jose, California

kenneth W. sWenson 
Graphic Design 1953 
July 14, 2014 
Newark, California

Claudia C. treadWell 
BFA 1977 
May 26, 2014 
Carmel, California

47 IN MEMORIAM

SUSAN C. O’MALLEY a Bay Area 
artist and 

curator, passed away on February 25, 
2015, after collapsing at her home in 
Albany, California. She was nearly nine 
months pregnant with twin girls, who 
lived only briefly after their delivery by 
C-section.

O’Malley earned her MFA in Social 
Practice from CCA in 2006 after 
completing her BA in Urban Studies at 
Stanford University. She specialized in 
text-based artwork that often appeared 
in public spaces, such as roadsides 
and parks; her work engaged people 
with positive messages and bright 
colors. She exhibited in institutions 
and in public spaces in San Francisco, 
New York, London, and in other cities 
around the United States and Europe. 
As curator and director at San Jose 
Institute of Contemporary Art’s Print 
Center, O’Malley organized more than 
50 exhibitions.

"Susan was one of the first Social 
Practice students in the MFA Fine Arts 
curriculum, which was created during 
her first year in the program," says 
MFA Chair Ted Purves. "She exem-
plified many of the qualities that have 
gone on to define the aesthetics and 
values of socially engaged work —
a genuine curiosity about others, an 
inclusive practice that allowed for 
members of the audience to contribute 
to the outcome of her projects, and an 
ability to frame big ideas in ways that 
didn't seem intimidating. Susan was a 
really wonderful student while she was 
here at CCA, and she grew into a truly 
remarkable colleague in the eight years 
following her graduation. She was a 
real force in the Bay Area art world."

Susan O’Malley with her work at the Art Moves Festival, Fryderyka Chopina, Toruń, Poland, 2012



N O T E S  F R O M  T H E  S T U D I O

A R C H I T E C T U R E  F A C U L T Y

Nataly GatteGNo & JasoN Kelly JohNsoN
FUTURE CITIES LAB

PHOTOGRAPHY BY RACHEL WALTHER



FUTURE CITIES LAB

Our studio is a space of experimentation, 
making, fabricating, testing, and prototyp-
ing. We have been collaborating since 2002, 
when we established Future Cities Lab, an 
experimental design studio, workshop, and 
architectural think tank in the Dogpatch 
neighborhood of San Francisco. 

Our space is open, light-filled, raw, and 
not precious. We share it with a number of 
talented people from diverse backgrounds 
and disciplines: industrial designers, 
photographers, design strategists, and 
architects, working both independently and 
together. It is a space we can expand and 
grow into when we have an installation in 
the works, transform into an assembly line 
when we are putting together components, 
or turn into a collaborative meeting space.

We both love this flexibility and feel 
that it enables the kind of work that we 
produce. One recent project is Lightswarm, 
an interactive facade installation at Yerba 
Buena Center for the Arts in San Francisco. 
A series of digitally fabricated components 
arrayed on the building responds to sur-
rounding sonic data, creating a constantly 
evolving and dynamic light sculpture 
negotiating the public space between the 
building and the park. Lightswarm was 
designed, fabricated, and assembled in 
its entirety in our studio . . . over a lot 
of late nights staring into colorful LEDs, 
assembling prefabricated components, and 
soldering electronics!



@CACollegeofArts

CACollegeofArts.tumblr.com

@CACollegeofArts

facebook.com/CaliforniaCollegeoftheArts

youtube.com/user/CCAarts

ccarts

Sign up at cca.edu/subscribe to get CCA news and  
events delivered by email. You can also change your  
mailing preferences from postal mail to email here.

This issue of Glance magazine was designed by Felix 
Talkin and Desirae Rivera. Felix is finishing his  
third year in the Graphic Design Program at CCA  
with a background in painting and drawing. Desirae  
is in her final year in the Graphic Design Program.  
Her background includes digital collage and drawing. 

This issue of Glance uses the typefaces Avenir and 
Warnock, designed by Adrian Frutiger and Robert 
Slimbach, respectively.
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